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GNOMES GALORE
UCF gnomes available
for purchase via Web
site -SEENEWS,A2

Women's soccer nabs title, beats
Southern Mis 4-0 -sEESPORts,As
- -- - . - - - - - - - - - -.

Study shows dru~ abuse1

StU dents admt•t
to Aderrall use
·,

.

~

MANDY GEORGI

OnMonday:
Football recap

Contributing Writer

by Ryan Bass and Will Perry
Find out how the Knights fared
against Marshall during Sunday
night's (-USA matchup.

Card gives to charities
by Ileana Rodriguez
. Save money and help charities
bX using the GivET card at local
participating businesses.

I

· Through an anonymous selfreport done by the Alcohol and
.Other Drug Prevention Program.ming Center, 5 percent of UCF students were reported to use nonprescribed stimulants annually to aid
with studying.

•

DoesAdemll

.

help you study?
www.UCFNews.com

As many as a quarter of the students at some :American colleges are
using psychostimulants to help them
study; according to an article in the
Journal of Medical Ethics by Vmce
Cakic, a research assistant in the
School of Psychology at the University of Sydney; Australia.
Scientists at the University of
Cambridge polled some of their colleagues and found that use of these

drugs isn't only a
growing
trend
among students,
but professors as
well. Professors
have begun talcing "smart pills,"
also known as
nootropics, to :
enhance their
mental energy; 1
allowing

J

· PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON A7

tours
now

.)

OnT~
Dancing and fighting
by Lindsay DeCarto
UCF's Capoeira group is gaining
popularity while teaching a
complex form of martial arts.

Faith + food =success

,;t.

'I

by Steven Barnhart
The president of Chick-fil-a
spoke about incorporating his
faith in his business.

On Wednesdaf
Text instead o smoking
by Camille Thomas
Anew study suggests that
texting can help decrease a
person's urge to smoke.

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN TO CONTROL
EMOTIONS, NOT LET
·· THEM CONTROL YOU

virtual

Diva Invasion puts on a
glitter-filled show at UCF

Tour colleges
via iPhone app

MEUSSA CHADBOURNE
Staff Writer

LINDSAY HOLMES

The Venue was invaded by UCF's
favorite drag queen divas for the 13th
annual Diva Invasion show on Thursday.
Diva Invasion. the annual female
· impersonator review put on by Equal
(formerly the Gay; Lesbian, Bise:l{Ual Student Union), took on a Jungle Jewels
theme this year with dancers from
House of Ninja crouching and stalking
about the audience in animal costumes during the pre-show commentary. Poi dancers with junglethemed body paint entertained the
waiting crowd both outside and
on stage until the show started
around 8:30 p.m.
Jungle Jewels featured
more than 10 performers,
including Spikey Vatt
Dykey; Diva's first drag

Contributing Writer

king.
''It

There will be a program that will
help participants understand
emotional regulation. It is hosted
by the Office of Dispute Resolution
Services and is today from 10 a.m.
until 11 a.m.Call407-823-3477.

G

Formorephotos
of Diva Invasion:
www.UCFNews.com

LOCAL &STATE, A2 .

REMAINS OF HORSE
FOUND ON SIDE OF
MIAMI ROAD
The remains ofa slaughtered
horse were found by a roadside in
,·,, South Florida. The horse was found
Saturday. An investigator who
inspected the carcass said the
mare was butchered and dumped.

RIP CURRENTS OFF
I

COAST OF DAYTONA

GEORGE OEHL/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

College

New Mr. UCF crowned
by Cassie Turner
Michael Newman, ajunior, won
the competition, which awards
scholarships to the contestants.

'\

Adderall isa
central nervous
system stimulant.
It affects chemicals
in the brain and
nerves that
contribute to
hyperactivity and
impulse control.

PHOTOS BY ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

College tours and visits
may be a thing of the past
with the introduction of a
. new iPhone application
that offers virtual college
campus tours.
The
application,
known as uTourX, talces
the user through a simulated tour much like a live
tour of a university.
As of now, UCF will
not be one of the colleges
available to tour virtually.
"The best way to learn
about a college is
to personally
malce a
visit,"
Kimberly
Lewis
with
UCF
.News &
Information said.
Lewis
said the
university
currently
has
20
student
tour
guides
who work
part time giving tours two
times a day, five days a
week.
"I would have used the
application [as a freshman]," senior advertising
and public relations major
Kyrsten Cazas said. "It
definitely would have

Detox lcunt, Kitana lnfiniti, Ms. Roxxy Andrews and Ms. Danielle Hunter were among those who performed at the 13th annual Diva Invasion held in The Venue on
Thursday. Diva Invasion is a drag show put on by Equal, fonnerly the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Union at UCF every year. The event promotes sexual equality.
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An Indiana nian died and several
other people were hospitalized
after getting caught in strong
Florida rip currents. Lifeguards had
, to make more than 30 rescues in
fewer than two hours Saturday.

Cairo native speaks -out
against radical Muslims
MONIQUE VALDES

I
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Nonie Darwish, a former member of jihad who
has witnessed firsthand
the power of radical Islam,
came to UCF to ask students and guests one question; Why?
Why do people feel that
the Israeli and Arab conflict cannot be solved?
Why; whenever a peace

agreement is near in the
Middle East, is there
another uprising to stop it?
Darwish came to UCF
on Wednesday, Oct. 28, to
share her message. Hosted
by the College Republicans, Darwish represented
the Young America's
Foundation. a conservative
group for young people.
Christina Aiuto, a senPLEASE SEE CONSERVATIVES ON A6

Adjuncts increasing nationally
Downward trend of full-time faculty
CHRISTOPHER WOLAS
Contributing Writer

Last year, 525 adjunct
· professors were hired by
UCF compared to FSU
that employed 405. But
with a record number of
students and a hiring
· freeze on faculty, departments are not looking to
supplement full-time faculty with adjunct professors.
"My number of classes

has been steadily increasing. I think it's partly due to
the fact that the department can't hire 'real' pro-·
fessors," said Ben Douglass, an adjunct instructor
of computer science at
UCF.
Adjuncts are temporary employees that are
ineligible for benefits.
"We're
, contracted
semester by semester,"
Douglass said. "So, we
worry if we're going to

•

Whatdothink
about adjuncts?:
www.UCFNews.com

have a job."
According to the American Association of University Professors, 69 percent of faculty in
American universities is
composed of ·part-time
and nontenure track
employees, 50 percent
being adjuncts. Nontenure
track employment is full
PLEASE SEE

ADJUNCTS ONA6
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AROUND
News and notices for

the UCF community

Control your emotions

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF si11ce 196B

;

Staff Writer

Help put school supplies
in the hands ofchildren who
otherwise wouldn't be able
to afford them. There will be
a fund.raiser at 5 Guys Burger & Fries.
. The event will raise
money for A Gift For Teaching on Nov. 5 from 5 p.m.
until 9p.m.
Call 352-232-7007 for
more information

Leave a good story behind
Learn how to leave a
good reputation on the UCF
campus at an event hosted
by the Student Academic
Resource Center.
It will at the Hercules
Programming Center from 5
p.m. until 6 p.m. today.
Call 407-823-5130 for
more information

Gnomes aren't just decoration for your grandma's
front yard anymore. Gnomefrenzy.com has created a
gnome exclusively for UCF students and alumni
dressed in school colors with a hat bearing the knight
logo.
"People see the pictures and say 'aww' or 'oh that's
cool,"' said gnomefrenzy.com founder Andrew Nadler.
"But when they actually see them they realize they are
not these huge things. They're small, and they think
they are the cutest little things."
The 11-and-one-fourth-inch tall UCF gnome is one
of the latest in the company's series of about 60
licensed National Collegiate Athletic Association garden gnomes. These also include other Florida
universities such as the University of Florida, the
University of South Florida and Florida State University. The UCF gnomes are available at
gnomefrenzy.com for $26.95.
"I think it's very uniqU:e," said Aqsa Ullah, a sophomore micro & molecular biology major. "I wa11-t one.
Not everyone has a UCF gnome as decoration in their
room. It has character."
The NCAA gnomes come in two designs: a whitebearded gnome wearing overalls patched at the knee
with a cane and football in each hand and graybearded gnome wearing a black belt and pointy shoes.
· "He looks like he should be the successor to Santa
Claus," said Brian Barone, an Italian language instructor at UCF.
UCF's gnome came about through popular
demand. In August of last year, one UCF fan e-mailed
Nadler· asking why UCF didn't have a gnome of its
,,
own
"We get e-mails from people asking why we don't
have such and, such gnome,'' Nadler said. "If it's
smaller school we usually won't have a gnome for it
because we base it on demand. We have to see a
demand."
·
Other fans posted on a UCF forum about the
absence of a decorative UCF garden item, Nadler said.
"We got 30 e-mails from fans and alumni as a result
of the forum posting all saying they wanted a UCF
gnome and would buy them," Nadler said "So we said
'OK let's make them."'
It took nearly five months to produce the product
and another three to have enough in stock, which created a year delay from the initial demand to the release
of the first UCF-themed gnome.
Since the gnomes were released in September, 45
have been sold, Nadler said.
"UCF has a huge following of fans and alumni,
which pleasantly surprised me," he said.
The gnomes are made of a durable resin that protects them outdoors, according to the Web site.
"They make great conversation pieces:' Nadle~
said "I like to say it's the greatest gift you never
knew you wanted. People see one and go 'oh my
God, I have to have one.'
People bring them

Remains of slau~htered
horse found on side of road
MIAMI - The remains

/

DAYTONA BEACH An Indiana man died and
several other people were
hospitalized after getting
caught in strong Florida
rip currents.
Volusia County Beach
Patrol Capt. Scott Petersohn said Philip Standley,
55, of Indiana, and his
brother got caught in
waist-deep water on Saturday afternoon
Lifeguards made more
than 30 rescues in fewer
than two hours Saturday.
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Aburger and school supplies

Rip currents off coast of
Daytona kill Indiana man
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UCF-spirited gnomes
make their debut

There will be a program
that will help participants
understand emotional regu~
lation It is hosted by the
Office ofDispute Resolution
Seyvices.
Specifically, it will cover
how our emotions work,
and the skills needed to
manage emotions.
The event is today at 10
a.m. and will last until 11 a.m.
Call 407-823-3477 for
more information

of a slaughtered horse were
found by a roadside in Sol.}th,.
Florida.
The horse was found Saturday in Homestead
Richard Couto, a Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals investigator,
inspected the carcass. He
said the young mare was
apparently butchered at
another location
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The UCF Knights gnome is the first of its kifid. Gnomefrenzy.com began
offering the gnome in it's Team Gnome line in Sept The gnome costs $26.9S

Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat

into the office or the yar~ They are put in kid's room
by parents to indoctrinate them to their team. There
is so much to do with them."
Gnomefrenzy.com is currently the onlyplace the UCF
gnomes can be purchased.
For more information,
visit www.gnoll?-efrenzy.com
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CORRECTION
To clarify, in the bet. 26
issue of the Central Florida
Future, in the article titled
"M.µi vs. Wtld host comes to
Florida," Bear Grylls is an
advocate of the Alpha
Course but is not a formal
leader ofthe group.
Ifyou spot an error in the
Future, please send it to
CFF.Ed.itor@gmail.com

LOCAL WEATHER

.UCF

.

Stands For Opportunity•

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Twenty percent chance of_

EARLY
CLOUDS

rain. North winds at 9 mph.

High:86°
Low:66°

Tonight: Partly cloudy again into
the evening. Winds from the
north at 6 mph.

Tuesday

High:78°

FEW SHOWERS

Low:64°

Wednesday

High:81°

PARTLY CLOUDY

low:65°

One free copy of the Centro/Fkxirfa Future permitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from our office with plior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a aime. Violators may
be subject to civil and criminal prosecution
and/or Univeisity discipline,
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ce~gnun·
Professor creates health
Poll: Health reform's impact
KIMMY BARKER

investing in a health
insurance package for her
workers. However, the
A person's health is cheapest package was
always at risk, whether it's about $90 a month per
the risk ofbeing exposure employee, and that wasn't
to millions of germs in a a manageable price for
classroom or the risk of her, she said.
getting injured while
"You can't give what
going for a morning jog.
you don't have," Phipps
Richard Quinn, UCF said.
College of Business
Quinn led the developinstructor, said this is why ment of the Florida Small
he spent two-and-a-half Business Resources Assoyears developing a gr_o up ciation - a group that
to help small businesses allows small businesses
in Central Florida afford to tailor a unique and perhealth insurance pack- sonalized health package
ages for their employees. based on an employee's
Of nearly four million specific needs.
Floridians who are uninFor less than $20 a
sured, more than 50 per- month per employee, a
cent are either employees small
business
can
or dependents of employ- become a member of the
ees who work at small association and have the
businesses, Q!iinn said.
option of choosing from
According to the insurance products or
National Coalition on human resources services
Health Care's Web site, such
as
BlueCross
health insurance costs are BlueShield of Florida,
the
fastest-growing Insurance Office of
expense for employers. America and FrankCrwn
Without any type of insurance
providers,
health care reform, according to the FSBRA
employer-based family Web site.
insurance costs for a famQ!iinn said the FSBRA
ily of four are estimated aims to level the competito reach $25,000 a year by tive landscape between
· 2018, according to the large corporations and
Congressional Budget smaller businesses.
Qffice.
"Small
businesses
1 Paula Phipps, owner of
have historically. lacked
Natura Coffee & · Tea, equal access," he said.
located across the street
The association began
from the UCF main cam- accepting applications in
pus, said she doesn't sup- mid-October,
and,
ply health insurance to according to Quinn, 10
any of her seven employ- . companies have applied
ees. She said when she so far with statuses cur- .
took over the business rently pending. In order
about a year ago, she had for a business to become
seriously
considered eligible, it has to prove
Staff Writer

>

l

Forty-four percent say a health reform law·would improve U.S. medical
care, but fewer say it would improve their personal situation.
Worsen
No change
Improve
Medlcal care
Nationally
44%. 14%
~4%
34%
26%
29%
You personally

Access to care
Nationally
You personally
Care costs
Nationally
You personally

47%

29%
29%

13%

21%

39%

No change

Reduce

Increase

45%
34%

14%

30%
18%

33%

Source: Gallup poll of 2,017 adults, July 24-25, 2009; margin of error: +/-3 percentage points
Graphic: Judy Treible
· ,.
@ 2009 MCT
that it has fewer than 50
workers and must be registered with the state.
These requirements exist
to ensure that FSBRA is
helping businesses rathel'.'
than individuals gain
access to health insurance, Quinn said.
After a business has
been approved, the
FSBRA pairs the company with the proper insurance representative and
then steps out and lets the
insurance providers handle the business from that
point on.

)

JOHN CHOI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Expert Car Care offers health insurance for all 20 full-time employees who work at the location near UCF in Orlando.

Some small businesses
in Central Florida aren't as
pressured to provide their
employees with health
insurance plans because of
the close proximity to
UCF, Florida's largest university with more than
53,000 enrolled students.
Erika Johnson, a manager at Marco's Pizza in
Oviedo, has 23 employees
who don't receive employee-based health benefits.
"Most of my employees
are UCF students, so they
are already covered by
their parents' insurance,"
Johnson said.
However, she said the
larger issue is that health
care packages are too
expensive, which is the
main reason they don't
offer them to their
employees.
Jorge Aguero, manager
of Expert Car Care located

nate that specific challenge,
Q!iinn said.
The FSBRA is being
operated through UCF's
Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation in the
College of Business Administration with support of the
UCF Executive Development Center. Quinn said
they should approve their
first business association
member this month.

about a mile from the UCF
main campus, said he has
managed to. provide insurance to all 20 of his employees despite the current economic challenges.
"Right now, small businesses can't get insurance in
bulk," Aguero said. "Going
with individual packages is
the only way to save
money."
FSBRA exists to elimi-

HPV Fact:
It is estimated·
that
the
IS a
new case of
•
I I
I

Enjoy the Night!
DATE NIGHT
AT LEU GARDENS
IJ?s,mantic Outdoor: '.Movi.es

November 6 8:30 pm
December 4 8:00 pm
Pack a dinner picnic basket & blanket
or chairs. Food available for purchase.
Cost $7 plus tax adult,
$2 plus tax child (K-12th grade),
free for Garden Members.

Saturday, November 14
7:00 pm
An amazing evening of swing, jazz &
blues performed by the Lounge Cat,
Beautiful Bobby Blackmon and the
Julie Lyon Quartet. Pack a dinner
picnic basket and seating.
Tickets on sale November 2.
Tickets are $19 general admission,
$15 garden member, purchase online
or in the Gardens' Gift Shop.

..

Tickets are nonrefundable & nontransferable.

All events are weather permitting.

£3

HARRY P. LEU GARDENS
1920 N. FOREST AVENUE, ORLANDO 32803

407.246.2620
WWW.LEUGARDENS.ORG

•

There's something you can do.
I

•
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Greeks duke it out m·doctgeball tournament
JORDAN KEYES

OFFICIAL RULES:

Contributing Writer

The Greek community
came out in full force for '
· · Delta Upsilon and Alpha
Xi Delta's Dodgebrawl
benefit to raise autism
awareness on Wednesday.
Teams from 41 UCF
fraternities and sororities
entered the charity dodgeball tournament on Memory Mall to raise funds for
two organizations at the
forefront
of autism
research and treatment,
the Threshold Center for
Autism and Autism
Speaks.
Delta Upsilon recently
began working with the
Threshold Center for
Autism, a local autism
treatment center, due to a
lack of public knowledge
of the condition, while
still helping out the chari. ties it usually supports.
"We wanted to do
something unique, something a little different, and
have more of an impact on
the community," said
Michael Guiliano, Delta
Upsilon's vice president of
philanthropy. "We heard
about the Threshold Center for Autism, and we
went over there and realized that they were making a huge impact in the
Orlando community."
The rise in reported
cases of autism has been a
dramatic one. In 2007, the
annual number of cases
reported
in
people
RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
between the ages of three
The Dodgebrawl event hosted ~y Delta Upsilon and Alph Xi Delta raised awareness
and 22 was 297,739. The
for Autism.41 UCF fraternities and sororities participated in the event on Wednesday.
number is more than
triple the 93,650 cases
reported in 2000, according to fightingautism.org.
Guiliano and Delta
Upsilon partnered with
Alpha Xi Delta, which has
been
working
with
Autism
Speaks, the
nation's largest autism science and advocacy organization, when they realized they were both
supporting the same
cause. "We wanted to
"The Doctor Is Always In"
raise money and awareness for autism because
not a lot of people know
that much about it," said
Liz Rossi, Alpha Xi Delta's
philanthropy
chairwoman. 'We just want to
do our part to fight
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, F~ 32817
autism."
Halloween. The
themed event drew athttours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
letes and spectators alike,
with teams dressing up to
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
compete for costume
Open Most Holidays
prizes as well as tournament trophies. Along with
team entry fees, local barbecue restaurants providMost Insurances Accepted
ed food that could be purchased for a $3 donation.
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
This event was just one
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

The following is an abbreviated version of the rules printed in the Official NADA (The National Amateur Dodgeball ·
Association) Rule Book. Buy the complete Official NADA Rule Book of dodgeball for $3(nonmember) or $250 for
members. Ifyou have questions regarding the rules please e-mail us at dodgeball@parkfun.com.

THETEAM

THEFIELD
.
The game may be played indoors or outdoors.The playing field shall be arectangle at least 50 feet long and at
least 30 feetwide,divided into two (2) equal sections by acenter-line and attack-lines 3m from,and parallel to
the centerline.
IDEAL M~SUREMENTS: 60' x30' - Identical to avolleyball court.

THE EQUIPMENT
The official ball used in tournament and league play will be an 8.25" rubber-coated foam ball.
The object ofthe game is to eliminate all opposing players by getting them"OUT'.This may be done by:
1. Hitting an opposing player with aLIVE thrown ball below the shoulders.
2. Catching aLIVE ball thrown by your opponent before it touches the ground.

•

Definition: LIVE:A ball that has been thrown and has not touched anything, including the floor/ground,another
• ball, another player, official or other item outside of the playing field (wall, ceiling, etc)

•

BOUNDARIES
During play, all players must remain.within the boundary lines. Players may leave the boundaries through their
end-line only to retrieve stray balls. They must also return through their end-line.

•

THE OPENING RUSH
Game begins by placing the dodgeballs along the center line - three (3) on one side of the center ha~h and three
(3) on the other.Players then take aposition behind their end line. Following asignal by the official,teams may
approach the centerline to retrieve the balls.This signal officially starts the contest. Teams may only retrieve the
three (3) balls to their right of the center hash. Once aball is retrieved it must be taken behind the attack-line
before it can be legally thrown.

•

TIMING AND WINNING AGAME
The first team to legally eliminate all opposing players will be declared the winner. Athree-minute time limit has
been established for each contest. If neither team has been eliminated at the end of the three minutes,the team
with the greater number of players remaining will be declared the winner. Details on overtime can be found !n the
NADA Rule Book.

•

TIME-OUTS & SUBSTITUTIONS
Each team will be allowed one (1) 30 second timeout per game.At this time ateam may substitute players into
the game.

5-SECOND VIOLATION
In order to reduce stalling,a violation will be called if ateam in the lead controls all six (6) balls on their side ofthe
court for more than 5seconds.This also applies to tied teams.More details can be found in the NADA Rule Book.

RULE ENFORCEMENT
During pool play or regular-season matches, rules will be enforced primarily by the"honor system"*. Players will
be expected to rule whether or not ahit was legal or whether they were legally eliminated.All contests will be
supervised by acourt monitor*.The court monitor's responsibility will be to rule on any situation in which teams
cannot agree.THE COURT MONITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL - NO EXCEPTIONS.

•

*NOTE: During tournament play, All Semi-Final and Final Round matches will be officiated by no less than three
(3) N.A.DAOfficials.These officials will rule on all legal hits,out-of-bounds and 5-second violations.

N.A.D.A.CODE OF CONDUCT
1. Understand, appreciate and abide by the rules ofthe game.
2. Respect the integrity and judgment of game officials and N.A.D.A staff.
3. Respect your opponent and congratulate them in acourteous manner following each match whether in victory
or defeat
4. Be responsible for your actions and maintain self-control.
5. Do not taunt or bait opponents and refrain from using foul or abusive language.

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.

UniversityWalldn.com

•

THEGAME

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

407-282-2044

I

Teams will be made up of 6-10 players.Six(6) players will compete on aside;others will be available as
substitutes.Substitu~es rriay enter the game only during timeouts or in the case of injury.

•
•
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of many philanthropic
events put on by Greek
societies. The turnout was
higher than expected, and
there were plenty of teams
looking to have fun while
supporting a good cause.
"I mean, there are so
many people in the world
who have autism. I just
think more people need to
pay attention to it," said

senior Lauren Dees, a
member of the Tri Delta
team.
Guiliano and Rossi saw
the event as an opportunity to engage those who
might not have otherwise
been interested in the
cause
"It's nice to see the
Greek community come
out here. They get, a bad

rap," Guiliano said·. "We're
getting out there, giving
back to the community."
In the end, Kappa
Alpha Theta won the
sorority bracket, Delta Chi
Delta won the fraternity
bracket and $3,680.90 was
raised, and proceeds were
split between Threshold
Center for Autism and
Autism Speaks.
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. Study abroad alternative option for students
Studying abroad
...
KEVIN HARRIS
Contributing Writer
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When students plan to
study abroad, they should
focus on why they are
going instead of where,
the director of the Office
of International Studies
said.
Study abroad is a
process, not a trip, and it
begins with self-study,
said OIS Director Angel
Cardec.
"You have to be true
with yourself," Cardec
said. "You have to look
inward first."
Students should look
at themselves and try to
decide how their appearance, abilities and worldview will affect their
experience
abroad,
Cardec said. A problem
with study abroad is that
some students don't plan
properly and tend to view
it simply as a trip to
another country, Cardec
said.
''You can do a tour of
France, and it's going to
be as educational as study
abroad,'' Cardec said.
The best goal for a
study abroad program
should be academically
oriented with the possibility of career enhancement or personal growth,
Cardec said.
The desired goals
described by Cardec will
be met by junior Ashley
Bria during her study
abroad. A double major
in Spanish and exceptional education, she wants to
use her trip to Spain to
improve her Spanish and
gain valuable experience
for her career goals.
"I think that having
gone overseas and experienced being the oddball-out and knowing
what that's like, coming
back and wanting to
teach [English Speakers
of another language], I
think that will give me a
step up,'' Bria said.
This would be her first
real experience in another country and experiencing a different culture.
Bria said she is looking
forward to immersing
herself in the culture and
trying new things, including unfamiliar foods.
·~other big thing that

SAT

we're learning in all education classes now is
diversity," Bria said.
With
sparse
job
opportunities for teachers right now, the ability
to distinguish yourself is
very important, Bria said.
"Every little thing that
you do stands out, and
I've thought about that a
lot when I was deciding
whether or not to do
study abroad," she said. ·
Bria will be studying
Spanish in Valencia,
Spain, during the 2010
spring semester as a FSU
student and plans to
return to UCF at the end
of the program.
Expectations are very
important when deciding
to study abroad and
where to study, Cardec
said. Engineering major
Matthew Philbrick studied abroad through a one-month program offered
by the Burnett Honors
College in the summer of
2007 and earned no credits toward his degree. He
was interested in history
and had no expectations
of earning credit while
studying English History
at the University of Cambridge
in
England,
Philbrick said.
"What better place to
learn about England's history than in England itself
and in a university that's
over 800 years old and its
history is right there,"
Philbrick said.
Personal growth and
exposure to cultures
should be important
aspects in the decision to
study abroad, Cardec
said.
"My main purpose of
going over there was
learning but also seeing
the different places
where all these historical
occurrences happened
and just being immersed
in that culture," Philbrick
said.
The most important
thing to realize before
studying abroad is what
filters you have, Cardec
said. When students
uncover their self-identity in regard to how they
look and act, they can
learn what their filters
are and how to avoid
complications while in
another country, Cardec

GRE

•

More U.S. college students are studying abroad and traveling
to a wider range of countries.
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Source: Institute of International Education
said.
"There are places in
the world in which some
aspects of your identity
may get you in trouble,"
Cardec said. "So if you're
gay in Saudi Arabia and
you decide to act on
being gay in Saudi Arabia,
you are actually doing
something illegal."
Students such as
Philbrick had no problem
adapting to their new
environment when traveling abroad. The similarities between England
and America make culture adjustments much
easier than somewhere
else, Philbrick said.
Students such as Bria
embrace the differences
in culture and view them
in a positive light.
"I look different from
most people from Spain,
but I think it's all about
accepting the culture differences and just kind of
using it to your advantage
to learn new things," Bria
said. "It's all a learning .
experience."
Once a student has
decided on a learning
experience, they need to

MCAT FliCE

consider how to pay for it.
Rusty Okoniewski, the
assistant director at OIS,
informs students on the
limitations that sometimes
prevent them from traveling abroad.
Depending on the program's location, the cost
can range from $9,000 to
$16,000 per semester,
Okoniewski said. There
are plenty of scholarships
available that pay for students to study abroad, and
many of them require several essays as part of the
application
process,
Okoniewski said. The selfstudy process continues
well into the scholarship
application.
"These people are
investing money in you,
and they want to know:

©2007MCT

Graphic: Melina Yingling
When you get done with
your experience abroad,
when you come back home,

how are you going to spread
that experience around?"
Okoniewski said.
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UCF not participating Conservatives speak out
in iPhone college tours
FROM

Al

FROM

helped me at least get acquainted with
the campus faster."
With more universities in the works
· and the economy at a low, this application
begins to question the dire need for live
tours and paid tour guides.
Created by Yale University student
Max Uhlenhuth, uTourX also contains
information on various buildings and
monuments on the university the user is
"touring." Each individual tour will cost
the user around $5 to download.
While the program is still pending
approval by Apple, it already has full-featured tours for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard University,
Yale University and Stanford University,
according to The Chronicle of Higher
Education. Although some of its profits
will go to Apple, a portion of the money
made will go back to the school the user
is exploring.
Local Apple outlets could not comment about the new application.
Dan Getejanc, a member of Best Buy's
Geek Squad at Waterford Lakes, said
Apple just reached its 100,000th application for iPhone and iPod Touch users.
Although many are simple and used
recreationally, there are specific steps
and rules that need to be followed to create an application.
However, Getejanc said the approval
procedure for a program like uTourX
isn't complex.
"Overall, it isn't a difficult process,"
Getejanc said. '½.ny UCF computer science student shouldn't have an issue if
they wanted to create an application."
uTourX will not only work alongside
with Google Maps, but will also have GPS
capabilities so it will know the location of
the building on each college campus. One
area of development for the program is a
specified tour for a prospective student's
certain area of interest. This feature
would potentially add a greater benefit
for a new student rather than a generalized tour, something Cazas said she could
have used.
"Even now there are parts of campus
I've never been to," Cazas said. "I wouldn't even know how to get there."
· While UCF doesn't intend on participating in the new application, Lewis said

Apple results
Quarterly results beat forecasts
thanks to strong iPhone sales.

Net profits

(April-June)
S1 .23 billion

2009

$1.07 billion

2008

Revenues (April-June)
S8.34 billion

2009

$7.46 billion

2008

Revenue by product
In June 2009, Apple began selling
iPhone 3GS, the iPhone has
generated $1.69 billion in revenue

% change April-June 2008-2009
(millions of units sold)

iPhone •
iPod •
Computer •

(5.2)

303%
·11°/e

(10.2)
(2.6)

-so,.

Source: Apple, MCT Photo SerYice
Graphic: Jutta Scheibe, Scott Ben @ 2009 IICT

that the university offers its own virtual
tour on the school's admission section of
the Web site. The online tour, called
YOUniversity, is free and Lewis said she
suggests it for perspective students who
live out of state.
"They're currently updating the tour
since we're now the third largest university in the country," Lewis said. "[The virtual tours] cannot replace an in-person
tour. You just can't get the experience you
get when you come out on campus, however, out-of-state students can look at the
Web site."
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ior political science major
and the chairwoman for
College Republicans, said
she was happy to hear a
more conservative viewpoint concerning the
threat of radical Islam.
"Obama has yet to really take a stance," Aiuto
said. "I'm beginning to see
apathy towards radical
Islam."
To understand her
stance on Islam, Darwish
said it is important to note
what kind of culture she
was raised in.
Born in Cairo, Egypt,
and later raised in the
Gaza Strip, she was taught
by the government and
her peers that Jews were
the enemy and the reason
for every problem in the
world, she said.
Her father led a fedayeen, a group of Muslim
men willing to self-sacrifice against Israel, which
is the current model for
terrorist organizations.
Darwish grew up with
an intense indoctrination
of violence and hatred
toward Israel. She was
surrounded by propaganda that spread outright
lies about Jews, Darwish
said.
"Peace was never an
option growing up," she
said. "Our only option was
to help eradicate Israel."
Darwish said her father
was eventually assassinated by the Israel Defense
Forces. She described
how her father was
labeled a hero upon his
death. She said the presi-

dent of Egypt came to her speech," she said. "[The]
house to ask her and her Times ofLondon reported
siblings, "Which one of how Muslim students in
you will avenge your England are being taught
father's death by killing non-Muslims are filth."
Darwish said she
Jews?"
For 30 years, Darwish would like to see Western
continued to witness media talk about the lies
hatred and believed ter- and propaganda seen on
rorism against "the mon- Arab television, which
ster" was acceptable. happens to be easily
Things like polygamy and found in the West.
"Arab media is democursing Jews in prayer was
nizing rhetoric that incites
the norm, she said.
"When you grow up violence that impacts
with hatred, it feels nor- Jews and Israel," she said.
"Gaza culture is being
mal," Darwish said.
Coming to America brought to America."
Jonathan Miniello, a
after studying at the
American University in senior political science
Cairo helped prompt a major, said he learned a
lot about the fear of giving
change.
"When I came to up any ideology.
"How dedicated must
America and went to
churches and synagogues, you be to Islam in order to
I noticed they were pray- abandon or disinherit
ing for all of humanity," your family if they don't
she said. "This is when I believe?" Miniello said. "I
found something terribly admire her struggle to follow her heart and brain
wrong with my religion."
Breaking away from versus her family."
Miniello
said he
Islamic ideals was not
easy, Darwish said, but thought Darwish's discusshe now vehemently sion of how Islam is the
renounces jihad and only religion on Earth that
devotes her life to refor- kills those who leave it
mation in the Islamic was interesting.
Junior film major
world at the cost of her
Abdullah Sabawi disown safety.
"I think the West is agreed with Darwish on
tired of being free," she many points.
"I gained a clear undersaid. "It is as though we
want to be cradled in the standing ofpeople unwillarms of our government." ing to open hearts and
Darwish went on to learn about reality from
means,"
discuss how, in her eyes, normative
the anti-Semitism and Sabawi said. "The media
propaganda she saw has made Sharia (Islamic
growing up is now com- law) a dirty word and has
ing to the West.
taken Quran scripture out
"There are people of context."
advocating this kind of
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Adjuncts cost less to employ
Al

said. "It's hard. Imagine if
three of us are in there."
time but does not come
Douglass, who teaches
with job security like four classes, said regardless
tenure track does.
of difficulties, full-time facThere's a 30-year trend ulty does a lot more work
of decline on full-time fac"The amount of work
ulty, according to the isn't equal. Faculty does
AAUP Web site.
research and committees,"
"I had no undergradu- he said.
ate classes at USF taught
Acevedo agreed.
by grad students," Ed
"Faculty has less of a
Mitchell, executive direc- teaching load," Acevedo
tor of United Faculty of said, "but they have other
Florida, said. ''.At UF and responsibilities."
FSU 60 percent of underEach department hires
grad classes are taught by its own adjuncts and regugrad assistants."
lar faculty. Adjuncts are
Last year 36 percent of placed on contracts and
UCF faculty were non- are paid by credit hour.
tenure track including Salaries vary by departadjuncts. FSU employed ment, and the amount paid
only 17 percent of its facul- is determined between
ty as adjuncts.
department chairs and colTenure and nontenure lege deans.
track faculty are part of the
The requirements to be
collective bargaining unit hired as an adjunct are the
that negotiates contracts same as for full-time faculfor employment.
ty. The Office of Academic
"We
don't
cover Affairs Administration outadjuncts," Mitchell said. lines the hiring procedure
"It's a lot of work to build a of adjuncts.
union in Florida. People
"UCF diligently follows
don't have to join the the Southern Association
union."
of Colleges and Schools
Adjuncts also do not and
Association
to
have access to benefits or Advance
Collegiate
health insurance, Douglass Schools of Business guidesaid.
lines that it requires non'We all share an office," tenure track faculty to
Walter Acevedo, adjunct remain current and posprofessor of mathematics sess the necessary academFROM

ic standards," said Laurence Putchinski, visiting
instructor of management •
at UCF Daytona Beach, in
an e-mail interview.
The funding for adjunct
professors is in two categories. Education and general positions are funded
by departmental budgets, ,
and contract and grant
positions are approved by
the Office of Sponsored
•
Research.
"Ifyou had grant money
left over, [a professor]
could buy out of a class and •
get an adjunct:' said Arup
Guha, lecturer of computer
science
and adjunct
teacher for Orange County •
Schools. "This
year,
electrical engineering and
computer science is not
allowing [us] to buy out." «
UCF has been in a hiring freeze since 2007.
The U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics predicts
growth for adjunct and
nontenured faculty over
the next decade.
•
Douglass said he hopes
to build his part-time status
into a more permanent
position as a lecturer.
"
'Tm a full-time adjunct.
I was a graduate student
for a long time, but I let my
grad status slip. I'd rather
teach than do research," he
said.
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Students: smart pills
aid in concentration

"

FROM Al
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The annual Diva Invasion event took place Thursday at The Venue, where it was moved due to the large crowd it draws.

Show promotes diversity
FROM Al

cool," Van Dykey said. "It
was nice to actually be able
to come out and be a part
of the crowd and get to
interact with everybody
and the lesbians. Because
usually it's mostly a world,
_in the gay community,
ruled by drag queens."
Darcel Stevens and
Danielle Hunter returned
as hosts again this year,
along with a third master
of ceremonies, Angelica
"Piggy'' Sanchez. Hunter
and Sanchez both performed with the other
divas, and all three helped
with the raffles, which
included prizes from Buffalo Wild Wings and
Fairvilla Megastore.
There were videos
played between performances to promote Equal
and other equality movements on campus. The
videos featured interviews
with students around campus, both gay and straight,
and another featured the
president of the Human
Rights
Campaign,
a
national civil rights organ-

"

.,

•

'
•
•

ization focusing on gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender rights.
The Diva Invasion
event was awarded the
Knights of the Round
Table "Event of the Year"
in 2007.
In attendance was former GLBSU president Jessica Osborn, who said she
felt the show really outdid
itself this year.
"It was great!" Osborn
said. "It was the best one
that I've seen. There were
so many performers. They
had the president of HRC
come out and talk. It was
really different this year, it
was just all wonderful performances, not one was
boring."
Diva Invasion attendee
and raffle winner Kersti
Myles, a senior political
science major, was equally
thrilled about the show.
"This was the fourth
time that I've been to Diva
Invasion," Myles said. '½nd
it gets better every year. It
was absolutely phenomenal. I love Jungle Jewels."
Myles said Roxxy
Andrews was her favorite

performance of the night.
Public
relations
director for Equal, Brennan McNeil, was happy
the organization got off on
the right foot after its
name change.
"It was amazing,"
McNeil said. "I think this is
probably the best-looking
performance we've had in
the history of Diva. Every
year it just gets better and
better, and with our new
name change, this is a
great way to have our first
steps as Equal"
The event was expected to bring in close to 1,300
guests to The Venue. This
was the second consecutive year the event was
held in the old arena. The
event moved from the
Pegasus Ballroom in the
Student Union last year to
The Venue because the
crowd grew too large for
the ballroom to hold, said
Equal President
Eden
Wetherell
"I actually loved this
year's Diva Invasion,"
Wetherell said. "I feel like,
production wise, the divas
really stepped it up."

•
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them to work longer hours,
according to the study.
Adderall, the "smart
drug," which legally must
be subscribed to an individual, is a central nervous .
system stimulant. It affects
chemicals in the brain and
nerves that contribute to
hyperactivity, allowing the
user to control his impulses. When medically prescribed, Adderall is used to
treat narcolepsy and attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder.
A UCF sophomore,
who asked to remain
anonymous, admits that a
lot of her closest friends
have Adderall prescriptions for ADHD.
"So it's really easy to
find. I usually get them for
free or I'll pay $5 for a pill,
that's the most I've paid for
one," she said
As an Adderall user, on
a scale of one to 10 she
rates using the pills to help
her study a 10, and said that
they were completely
helpful.
"I find I perform better
on tests and get a lot of
work done. It's improved
my life academically," she
said. "On Adderall, I can
read a textbook and want
to learn more about the
topic."
A UCF marketing
major, who also asked
wished to remain anonymous, said she knows
there are risks in taking
anything not prescribed
, for you, but justified taking
the pills because "doctors
prescribe this stuff to kids
so it can't be that dangerous."
The junior said that
when she takes Adderall
her heart pounds and she

SIDE EFFECTS
OFADDERALL
* Restlessness
* Rapid breathing
* Nausea
*Vomiting
* Confusion
* Hallucinations
* Aggressiveness
* Headache/dizziness
* Diarrhea/constipation
* Muscle pain
* Loss of interest in
sex/impotence
* Fever/flu symptoms
*Insomnia
* Seizure/convulsions
* Depression/suicidal thoughts
-WWW.DRUGS.COM/ADDERALL.HTML

talks so fast she gets out of
breath, but the benefits
outweigh the side effects.
''With the Adderall I
was able to tune everything else out. I definitely
.noticed an improvement in
my ability to concentrate,"
she said.
Another UCF sophomore, who admitted using
a couple of pills occasionally to study, said the most
prevalent side effects he
experienced were lack of
appetite and no sleep.
"I went 48 hours without sleeping because of the
Adderall," he said
When asked if he'd continue using Adderall even
though it was illegal without a prescription, he said
most likely.
"It definitely blocked
out distractions. It also
gave me plenty of hours to
study instead of sleep,'' he
said
Adderall is designed to
release the medicine slowly throughout the body,
when swallowed whole.
So if taken improperly by

breaking it open or chewing it, too much of the drug
can be released at one
time. Although doctors
may prescribe this medicine to children, an overdose of Adderall can still
be fatal, according to
www.drugs.com.
Christine Dellert with
UCF News & Information
said the Office of Student
Conduct typically handles
fewer than 10 cases a year
of students taking smart
drugs and no one has been
expelled for its use.
Using
prescription
drugs without a prescription is against the law. People caught with nonprescribed drugs are subject
to arrest and criminal prosecution. Using prescription drugs without a prescription also violates the
university's Golden Rule.
This rule bans the "use,
possession, sale, distribution, cultivation, manufacture or attempt to obtain
any narcotic or other controlled substances, and
possession and/or use of
drug paraphernalia, except
as expressly permitted by
law."
Tom Hall, the director
of the education and training programs with Alcohol
and Other Drug Prevention Programming Center,
works with students affected by substance abuse.
After the student is
assessed to determine
what the underlying issue
may be, the student is
offered substance education services that are
"developed by students,
for students." Hall also said
they help students balance
their academic and social
needs by teaching relaxation and time management.
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GRAND OPENING 3RD LOCATION
2150 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32804
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Knights
battle
to3-3
draw
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UCF squanders
early 3-1 lead
RYAN BASS .
Sports Editor

Malcolm Reed scored his
first career goal off a header in
the first minute of the UCF
Men's Soccer game against
SMU, but the Knights couldn't
find the net in overtime en
route to a 3-3 tie in Dallas on
Saturday night.
"It was an intense game
with a lot of buzz surrounding
it from the onset as both
teams were fighting for a
needed victory," said head
coach Bryan Cunningham in a
press release. "Obviously we
would have loved to have
earned the win, but the guys
were resilient to come here
and get a tie against a quality
opponent."'
Trailing 3-1 with less than
five minutes left, SMU
PLEASE SEE
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Erin Campbell chippe:j in 1Skills and 11
digs in her return to the lineup Saturday.

GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Nikki Moore was one of seven seniors honored on senior night in front of 1,048 fans at the UCF Soccer Complex on Friday. The attendance was second most all-time.

Knights win outright crown for first time since '03
CARLOS PINEDA
StaffWriter

H

ead coach Amanda Cromwell's most daunting challenge
Friday night was avoiding the traditional Gatorade shower during No. 8 UCF Women's soccer 40 win against
Southern Miss.
·

The Knights clinched their first
outright Conference USA regular season championship and third in five
years, winning their ninth-consecutive
game on senior night at the UCF Soccer Complex in front ofl,048 fans.
It was the second time UCF drew in
more than 1,000 in the crowd this season. The school record ofU42 was set
against then No. 4 FSU on September
10th.
The victory cinched the team's first
outright crown since their conference
tournament title in 2003 when they
were in the Atlantic Sun.
UCF finished the regular season
withal5-3-lrecordandlO-l-OinC-USA
reeling off nine-straight conference
wins. The 10 conference victories tied
a school record for most league wins in
a season, this happened in 2002 also

G

Formorephotos
of the game:
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PAST VS. PRESENT
2003: 16-5-1 (9-1-0),A-SUN CHAMPS

The Knights finished the year out with seven
straight victories and then played to a 2-2 draw
with FAU in the final game of the A-Sun
tournament. They eventually fell in the first
round of the NCAA toumamentto U(f 3-2 in OT.

www.UCFNews.com

when the team was in the A-Sun. In
addition it sets a school record for
most C-USA wins in a season.
Cromwell said the winning streak is
a testament to the seniors and their
leadership.
"It's been a bit of a grind the last
four weeks," Cromwell said ''We've
been on the road the last four games
and played against teams that need
wins to get in the conference tournament."
The Knights clinched the No. l seed
in the 2009 C-USA Women's Soccer
Championship, where they face the
winner ofthe UfEP/UAB match in the
semifinals on Friday at 6 p.m. The con-

Errors,
I Blazers

2009:15-3-1 (10-1-0),C-USACHAMPS

The Knights finished the regular season ranked
No.8 in the country, defeated FSU and Duke and
tied aschool-record 10 conference wins in 2009.
ference post-season tournament is
hosted by SMU in Dallas, Texas.
UCF beat both teams earlier in the
season when they faced off. The
Knights won 3-1 against the Blazers on
September 25th and 3-2 against the
Miners on October 9th.
"Tonight was senior night, we
scored some great goals and a lot of
players contributed," Cromwell said.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A9

drop

Knights
I

ANDREW KENNEDY
Staff Writer

The UCF Volleyball team
lost 3-1 Friday night on the road
to UAB, dropping their record
to ll-14 on the season and 3-9 in
conference play.
Head coach Todd Dagenais
called it a frustrating loss
because the Knights hit for better numbers than their opponents and outplayed the Blazers in a number of ways in the
match.
''We were up 18-10 in the
first set and then a combination
of errors and inexperience
allowed UAB back into the set,"
Dagenais said "Once we gave
PLEASE SEE

0

CAMPBELL ON A9
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Doyle records 10 saves

,.

FROM

AB

the opening minute off
Reed's goal from Nicholas
secured two goals late by Robson's comer kick, givEsteban Maurie! and ing the Knights the early lPaulo de Silvia, respec- o lead They would jump
tively, to force overtime.
out to the 2-0 lead when
The Knights registered Yaron Bacher knocked in
three shots in the extra his fourth goal of the seaperiod, including two son in the 12th season.
from Adam Kraemer, but
SMU then got on the
weren't able to find the board in the 25th minute
back of the net.
-when Dane Saintus
UCF (6-6-3 overall, 2- scored in the front of the
4-1 in Conference USA) net off a cross pass from
got off to the fast start in teammate Josue Soto. It

was Saintus' seventh goal · 1
of the season.
The Knights were able
to get out to the 3-1 lead
when Robinson found the
back of the net off a free
kick in the 80th minute.
The Mustangs outshot the Kirights-38-15, but
UCF was able to protect
their net, saving 10 shots
to SMU's three. The 10
saves was a career-high
for UCF goalkeeper.
Shawn Doyle.

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite the 3-3 tie against SMU in overtime, the Knights still sit at 6-6-3 in the Conference USA standings and still could
move into the sixth spot if South Carolina loses and UCF wins during the final weekend of the regular season.

For a total recap and break down analysis of the
UCF football game vs. (-USA rival Marshall:

..

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Campbell returns to lineup
FROM

•
•

•
JOI

AB

UAB that breath of chance,
they really took advantage
ofit. We just couldn't really
seem to either catch a
break or create a break for
ourselves down that
stretch."
UGF allowed ll straight
points to the Blazers after
holding an 18-10 lead in the
opening set and eventually
lost the set 25-23.
"Our passing forced us
to be a little more predictable than what we
wanted to be," Dagenais
said ''UAB is one ofthe top
blocking teams in the conference. 'When we were in
system we were really hitting for numbers but when
we were out of system we
didn't get away with any
breaks."
The Knights battled
with the Blazers back and
forth in the second set and
held a 21-20 lead late following a kill by freshman
Evija Vtlde.
UAB then went on
another run capped offby a
service ace to take back the
lead 24-21 and later take the
set25-23.
The Knights were not
going to come away completely empty handed in
the match as they dominat-

ed the third set taking it 2516.
'"This was probably the
most evenly distributed
match that we had all year
if you look at the set distribution in tenns of using all
of our options" Dagenais
said "[Andee Youngblood]
did a really nice job of running the offense for us
today."
There would be no
comeback in store for the
Knights despite holding a
14-10 lead in the fourth set.
Vtlde gave UCF its last
lead ofthe match with a kill
making the score 19-18.
Junior Lauren Wtlliams
would later bring the
Knights to within a point
with a kill to make the margin 22-21 but UAB would
still go on to win the set 2522.
Campbell made her
return to the starting lineup for the match despite
missing last weekend's
matches with a bad ankle.
"[Erin Campbell] came
to me and said 'I can do it,
I'll go,"' Dagenais said.
"'There aren't many players
that I would have listened
to. She just really put forth
one ofthe gutsiest effort an
injured player could have
put forth."
Campbell had 15 kills

UCF sets crowd record

BY THE NUMBERS

1

FROM

AB

''.Across the board I'm
very happy about
tonight. This senior
group has a tremendous
body of work behind
them and I'm excited
about what's to come.
'We have two miniseasons left. We have to ·
take· two games at the
conference tournament,
and from there its six
games at the NCAA
Tournament."
It didn't take long for
UCF to open up the
scoring as senior midfielder Becca Thomas
took a pass at the top of
the box and hit the top
right comer in the third
minute. It was her sixth
score of the year. Senior
Courtney
forward
Whidden and defender
Amaka Ofuani were
credited with the assist.
Ofuani was injured for
most of the season but
got
the start in her first
I
appearance.
1
In the 32nd minute,
Whidden notched 'her
ninth goal of the season
II to
lift the Knights 2-0.
The assists came from
senior
goalkeeper
Lynzee Lee and Lauren
Halbert, who dribbled
across the field jllld
crossed it into the box.
Whidden said it was
a great feeling to win on
senior night and clinch
the conference title.
''It's
awesome,"
Whidden said. 'We've
never done it before. It's
so exciting because the
team's worked so hard
and just getting that ring
is the great end to the
regular season and we're
excited to go into conference.
'We brought heart
and determination. We
played so good tonight
I'm so proud of our
team.''

CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FIJTURE

Senior Yvonne George finished the season with three goals on the year. Her, along
with the six other seniors, combined for 20 of the team's 39 goals this season.

Five minutes before the
half sophomore midfielder
Katie Jackson scored her fifth
goal of the year in the 40th
minute to extend the lead to
3-0. Freshman midfielder
Alex Brandt picked up her
first of two assists on the
night.
The final tally of the ni~t
came in the 80th minute of
the match when freshman
forward Nicolette Radovcic
scored from 15 yards out on a
through ball from Brandt, it
was her fourth goal ofthe season.
The Knights out-shot
Golden Eagles 23-2 placing
nine shots on goal.
In goal, Lee was in
between the posts for the
final time in the regular season. She started her fifth

game of the season improving to 5-0-1 helping the
Knights keep a clean sheet.
The Knights set a record
in the stands as well in the
2009 season, a total of 4,601
fans attended home games at
the complex, a new school
record
With the regular season
officially in the books,
Cromwell said that it does
not matter what her team did
in the regular season. \Yi.th
the post season under way
each team is even.
''It's a whole new season,"
Cromwell said. "Basically
everyone is on equal footing.
No records matter at that
point and really the rankings
don't matter, its where your
seeded and who you're playing."

AUTO ACCIDENTS
ALL TYPES
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• AFTER911

CALL 877-IF-IN-PAIN
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UCF victory in it's last six (-USA
games.

9

The Knights are 9th in the C-USA
and need to move up one spot
to make the C-USA Tournament.

15

The numberofkills UCF
averaged per ser in the loss to
UAB.

and ll digs in her return.
UCF is sitting in 9th
place in the C-USA standings and still need to jump
one spot to make it into the
C-USA tournament.
The Knights are two
games back of Houston but
there remaining schedule
consists of some of the tQp
teams in the conference.
UCF will play Tulsa
(20-5) on Friday and SMU
(17-8) on Sunday next
weekend
"Right now we're still
focusing on ourselves:·
Dagenais said. 'We find
ourselves in a pretty big
hole but one thing I'm really admiring about this team
is that they're not giving up
hope."

·HPV Fact:
The treatment
for
can be a
p
process
and can involve
'

'

or
the warts.

There's something you can do .
•
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OUR STANCE

Despite age, aid
•
ts necessary
A

fter five years, UCF
might approve an
alcohol emergency
policy (AEP). The alcohol
amnesty resolution passed its
second Student Government
Association Senate reading
on Thursday. Resolution
4201, its official title, must be
approved during its third
reading on Nov. 5 to become
an official SGA resolution.
Since the reading on
Thursday had no votes
against the proposition, we
hope the same thing will
happen this Thursday. If so
this long awaited procedure
can hopefully go into effect
as soon as possible. Five
years is far too long to fight
for an alcohol amnesty
action at UCF. Students
should not be avoiding medical assistance because they
fear the Office of Student
Conduct will suspend or
expel them.
Serious medical issues
can occur with excessive
alcohol consumption, including alcohol poisoning, which
can result in death. Students
should feel confident they
can rely on therr university if
an emergency situation

(

occurs.
The UCF Police DepartWe are not advocating
ment and the Office of Stuunderage drinking or excesdent Rights and Responsibilisive ingestion of alcohol
ties both support the
What we support is students
resolution, according to
feeling safe when calling
Hodo. They know that keepUCF medical personnel for
ing students safe should be a
assistance during a crisis.
priorj,ty over disciplining
UCF's administration should
them and we are counting on
take into account UCF is the
UCF's administration to feel
third-largest school in the
the same.
country and its policies affect
Although we are anxious
about 53,000 people. The
to see this resolution pass
number of probable medical
and turned into an official
emergencies arising from
university policy, we are
· aware this is only a starting
such a large student body
· point. Original resolutions
should not be ignored.
Currently, there are 91
included amnesty for naruniversities and colleges in
cotics as well, but,
the U.S. with similar alcohol
unfortunately, they never
amnesty policies, according
received support from the
to Aleisha Hodo, director of
majority of the senate. HopeSGA Student Advocacy. The
fully, the AEP will be initiatnumber of underage students ed and UCF can start to trust
drinking has not shot up
that their students can still
since the introduction of the
be academically successful
new support systems. There
despite rare emergency situ~
are no reported cases of
ations.
extreme exploitation of the
From there, we hope SGA
alcohol policies. If the previwill revisit the policies again
ous cases show that students and vote in support of
do not abuse the privilege.of
amnesty for all drugs, once
medical assistance on camagain prompting UCF to
pus, then UCF should not
allow the student body to
have to worry about implerequest medical aid without
menting similar procedures.
academic repercussions.

Drugs ·ror school
·are not cool
T

he number of students
who say they turn to
Adderall as a studyaid is disturbing. As a rule of
thumb, combining substance
abuse and work should be
avoided, but the issue brings
up more problen;is than that.
Adderall is prescribed to
people with attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder. It is a central nervous
system stimulant that affects
chemicals in the brain and
nerves allowing the user to
control his impulses. T~g
pills for a disorder you don't
have is playing Russian
roulette with your brain,
which is why taking it without a prescription is illegal.
A lot of the people who
get these prescriptions are
quite young, so it may seem
like a safe move. However,
the biggest problem with
approaching Adderall as a
brain-booster might not even
be the health issue:
When it comes down to
it, you can put your faith in a

ON UCFNEWS.COM

pill, or put your faith in your
own ability.
It may seem like something that helps, but taking
"smart pills" can actually
hold somebody back. Focus,
study skills, willpower these should be goals for
self-improvement, and
grounds for medical treatment after .that.
People who believe the
pills help them accomplish
things they couldn't do otherwise are dangerously close
to saying they need the pills
·to perform well It is similar
to athletes using performance-enhancing drugs. If yo\1
need pills to be successful at
school are you being judged
on your academic ability or
how well you perform while
under the influence?
Feeling like you need
something is the definition
of dependency, and drug
dependencies should be
avoided whenever possible.
People with a legitimate
need for Adderall can get a

IfI were UCF, I wouldn't hire
a Psychiatrist. Most people just
want attention or need a friend
A psychiatrist is just a person
you talk to who you pay. They
don't really know anything special.
- YOURNAME

•

WAYNE STAYSKAL /TRIBUNE MEDIASERVICES
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Don't get smoked,
learn drug policy
Drug policy is in a
harm caused by their
state of flux. It's increasproducts?
And those weed cliningly apparent that our
generation will have to
ics out West are facing
face some enormous
crackdowns from local
decisions about the role
and state law enforce- ·
of controlled substances
ment that say most of
in society.
them aren't following the
Now is the time to do
rules for dispensing their
the homework and build
herbal remedies. County
informed 'o pinions for the SAMUELJ. STRUCKHOFF by county, people are
Opinions Editor
debat,e that has already
reevaluating if they like
started We can see this
the look of all of the disissue handled with rational dispensaries in their community.
course, or watch it devolve into the
The White House's policy that
howling town hall madness and
federal law enforcement will not
drawn-out political standoff that the
prosecute medical marijuana users
healthcare debate has become.
where it is legal under state law has
It's anything but a simple issue,
put decades of drug policy in the
and it's going to be an uphill battle
grinder. If California can legalize
no matter what side ,you're on. It's
medical marijuana and evade federal
clear that some kind of shift is on ,
intrusion - even though it's still a
the horizon. The latest Gallup poll
federal crime to have the stuff shows that public $.lpport for legalthen how much .flexibility could the
izing marijuana is higher than it's
states have in bending federal drug
ever been. Pot clinics are popping
laws?
up by the dozen in medical marijuaIt's not as simple as "Just say no"
na states like California and Colversus "Legalize it:' Ready or not, a
orado.
big basket of volatile issues has fallThe people who have been
en into our collective lap. We can
defending the status quo policies
already vote, an9, one day the people
towards drugs have seen the trend
who sit next to you in class could be
towards looser laws and are throwsitting in some high offices. Start
ing up roadblocks as fast as they can. now and get a firm grip on the
England's chief drug adviser, David
issues.
Nutt, was forced to resign because
Don't have an opinion? Go get
he said scientific research indicates
one. Is your stance on the availabilicannabis is safer than alcohol and
ty of weed based on something you
tobacco. He now says he was sacked- once heard from some dude? Check
because his conclusions got in the
up on that. Is your opinion on drug
way of a political move to reclassify
policy based on anecdotal observapot as a more dangerous drug.
tions or emotional response? Go
ahead and look for some solid eviIllinois Congressman Mark Kirk
introduced a bill over the summer
dence, because as this situation
that would put harsher penalties for
intensifies and decisions have to be
dealers who sell Kush, a high, made, you should have your ducks
potency strain of marijuana. He says in a row.
that since Kush deal.::rs can make as
Having an informed opinion can
much as cocaine dealers, they
determine whether a debate is a
should face the same punishment.
chance to get what you want, or
But do we punish drug dealers for
watching somebody else's work pay
how much money they _m ake or for
off.
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The Future encourages commen:5 from readers, In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them -Online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com pr fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Psychiatry staff
shrinks

•

doctor to back them up on
that and give them a prescription. This not only
clears up the legal aspect, it
also brings in that all-important expert opinion that
makes it a treatment, and not
a drug habit that could
potentially get out of hand.
If you don't need \he
drugs, there is no reason to
take them. If you do need the
drugs, a doctor can confirm
your symptoms and provide
a prescription.
It's not good to adopt a
''whatever it takes" or ''whatever helps': attitude toward
schoolwork. A bad grade on
a research paper is less damaging than a criminal record
for illegal drug use. If the
benefits don't outweigh the
risks, then it's just not worth
it.
There are plenty of safer
ways to sharpen your mind
for studying. Caffeine can be
helpful as well as harmful,
but it doesn't carry the same
risks as Adderall.

l

-Cheaters beware,
teachers care
In re~ponse to Self-Plagiarism

in general:
Frankly, the notion that you
can be disciplined for plagiarizing "yourself'' is absurd.
Ignoring the fact that the term
itself is an oxymoron, its very

use by the OSC is hypocritical
in the extreme. Every year
textbook publishers add a few
sentences to their books and
re-release them as new editions, fully supported and prorooted by the University. Is
this not "self-plagiarism" as
UCF defines it? They're submitting (essentially) the same
work twice for different
assignments (editions 1, 2, etc).
The OSC should be ashamed
and embarrassed for having
.such a backwards, hypocritical,
and senseless policy.
In response to the previous
poster:
You have stated that you
want an original paper written
for your assignments, but you
have given no reason as to why
only an original paper is *ethical*, and thus should be

Men's soccer falls 2..1 in
overtime to Kentucky

majority of drug-related societal
harms. Being linked to thousands
ofyearly deaths, I agree that it is
particularly important to miniUhhhh.... Kentucey is in con- mize the harms associated with
alcohol While the numbers may
ference USA??
be larger with alcohoL we should
-YOUR NAME not, however, ignore reducing the
harms associated with other conYes, kentucky is in cusa for
trolled substances like heroin and
soccer.
cocaine. If someone has an over-YOUR NAME · dose from these substances (or
anything other than alcohol),
other caring students should be
allowed to call the proper (medical) authorities with impunity as
well Just because a student makes
While it is about time thai this a different mistake and overdoses
on a different controlled subis at least going through, I am
stance, he/she.is still entitled to
highly disappointed to find out
proper
medical help, thereby
that it does not cover all drugs.
Alcohol is one of the hardest con- allowing him/her to learn from
- ASTUDENT trolled substances and along with the mistake and move forward
tobacco causes the overwhehning
- BEN FENTON

enshrined as a punishable rule.
That your class is differe~t
from others is irrelevant, as in
a scenario involving "self-plagiarism" you would have
assigned an identical paper.
Your only applicable justification for the rule is that the
more students practice writing,
the better they wi1l become. To
this I respond: Assign more
writing. Merely because the
result of a rule (against selfplagiarism) is desirable does
not therefore make enforcing
that rule ethical.
It would also benefit students
greatly to exercise more, but
choosing to abstain from sports
activities is not considered
"unethical".
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Emergency ri!solution
passes second reading
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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DeceniJef. Oiy a cµl1er mie
from UCF. 24 hM gym, JXld &
gare 11XKT1. ~5 a rronth walBr; elocloc & gas i"d.Da:l!

UCF,1\IE ORLANOO
Cooial Pone Loxuy Aµ:,
1 & 2 Beaooms Free WA:>, JX)d,
fitness C81ler, paios.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679-6001

Femae ~ b " l1XKT1
avaia:Jlei1~ rorplexneaUCF n 4bool4 bath. 47&traih.
AVcici)e roN!!! Cal (989) 6007005 CY (989) 6003122
Rooms b" rent i) 4/4 oo:ioon
rare. $475+ per= Uti. &
Yard rd niviilal Leases OR
$1625 b" rare. 2 niles b UCF.
Mcc1h 1) ITOl1h avai.
407-760-0768 Ens'.lrrooo@tmnai
www.ForRentNearUCF.com
~ FEMALE roommale in

•

newly renovaled 211 house. 10
mins to ucf, close to a.
$350fno+ 1/l Uilities.
mosl ,epl ,e,d@s,ralc:cm
561.Q26-2021

Bo\HAMAS SPRll\¥3 BREAK
Corrpete5-Day~
frool$189..AJl~rd.de
~
crd tdel.

ause

www.8alamaSlJ1.com
~.f,()18.

1 Shapely legs.
slangily
5Peak
9 Makeup maven
Lauder
14 Actor McGregor
15 Flightless South
American bird
16 Not cloudy
17 'Like secret
.
miUtary facilities,
to civilians
19 "Lucy, you got a
_ 'splainin' to

oor

20 High on the hwy.
21 Scatterbrained
22 Gillette razors
23 $hp by
25 Give life to
27 Artist's support
30 401 (k) cousin,
briefly
31 Like horror films
34 Not worth
debating
36Chowder
ingredient
40 Actress Spelling
41 Moisten the bird
42 One who saves
the day
43 Screwy
44Goiden_:
senior citizen
45PartofVCR
46 Sousa's affliction,
for short
48 Red-breasted

By Pancho Harrison

DOWN

1 Crystalline.stone
2 Beyond bad
3 Casa Nostra
4 NBC show with
Baba Wawa skits
5 Ml!ltary forces
61OU
7 Queens ball
team
8 Unchallenging
bird
college course
50 "The Avengers"
9 Oblong cream
heroine, to Steed ·
puff
54 l.oQ-on need
10 ·One-armed
58 Old photo tint
bandit
59 Muscat resident
11 Prefix with
62 Suffix in enzyme
-cycline
names
12Troublegreatly
63 Towels (off)
13 Clear, as a tape
64 'Furniture with
18 "My guess is ..."
folding legs,
24 ·Movie that
usually
evokes prior
661/16 of a pound
tjmes
67 Cancel, as a
26
TV's
Nick at_
newspaper story
28 'Zine on the Net
68 Ski slope lift
29 Runner-up
69 Villainous look
31 initials on a
70_gin fizz
Cardinal's cap
71 Givan rooment,
32 Dove sound
which can begin
33 Golf bail path
both parts of the
35 Other, in Mexico
answers to
37 Had followers
starred clues
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Last issue solved

38 "_ you kidding?"
39Cowsound

41 Military
command center
45 Stop inon
47 Ad to lure you in
49 _ of joy: nev,
baby
50 Popular PC
interface before
Windows
51 Second showing

52 Chiropractor's
target
53 Secures using a

key
55 Synagogue
leader
56 Muslim's faith
57 Tractor maker
John
60 Letters in a box
61 Singer Guthrie
65 Lawyer: AIJbr.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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ATTEND COl.lEGE ONLINE frool
Heme. "t.1e(i;al, "Busness,
'P.raegal, *A:xxx.r11il!, 'Qimal

~ - J o o ~ assislarce.
CorrµJter avaictje_ RramAi:1 ff
cµwliej. Cal (888)203-3179, www.CenluaOine.com.
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Call in:
407-447-4555

0

Log on:

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Watkin:
11825 High Tech Ave .
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 32817
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11am 1pm Stop by the Homecoming table outside the SU for a '
chance to win a ticket to see T.-Pain, Asher Roth, and Luke Bryan

'

7::about
~::;esents "Nikki Blonksu from Ho<Spray" She will be talklf"(J
·her experience from being a regular girl to stardom! There will

6pm CAB e Get Carded presents "LifeAPalooza: Battle of
the Bands" Featuring special performance by Jacob
Gouty,
F::I

a 1r;er ::plant

- • - - - - - ••

........ - 1~ _A HIGHWAY; ENJOY

be giveaways
·
· ts. pegasus saIIroom
and 500 Link poIn

~

j '1.cUt.!-d.4' /I/ S / (Yf

&Jllrron "J

·

11

...

7pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218
3pm KoRT workshop 'Understanding OSl's Alphabet Soup." Learn how
/
to survive the acronyms used in OSI and how they can benefit your j';ti,d,<A-W I I/ lg/
student org. SU 316AB
0
··
9pm 2am LATE KNIGHTS in the USA. Come out for free ~
1pm - 11pm CAB presents "CAB Con: a comic, sci-fl, anime, and
food, activities, give-a ways, and fun! Events include Coconut ~
(Jaming convention" Featuring a marketplace, games, panel
Climb, ·spider Zone Slide, Worldwide Sports Challenge, Inflatable
, discussions, debates and more. Also, special guest speaker . Dart Game, and Defender Dome! SU
' Ashley Eckstein, from ·star Wars: The Clone Wars· and a
' , scr~ning the newest ·star Trek' movie. LINK Loot It_.,.,,,~ ,, d,CA-W
, avrnlable. The Venue ~ ~
d,J ~ "
Q
,
~ t
9am Homecoming presents Off Campus Service Day. Give back to your
local community by volunteering! Free food, t shirt, and transportation provided.
Register online now at www.ucfhc.com.

O'/

11/7/ O'/
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_
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7pm Homecoming Concert featuring T-Pain, Luke Bryan, and Asher Roth! Ticket
required for admission. Doors open at 6pm. Visit www.ucfhc.com for more details
or check out our Facebook fan page! UCF Arena

J.l

Be recognized as one of UCF's best. Apps for Who's
Who Among Students at UCF are due November 20.
Visit www.getinvolvedUCF.com/whoswho for more info.
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KnightDrive is a service that is put in place for the
., students by the students. It will offer free, non-judgmental rides
, ' home to UCF students if they find themselves in a situation in
,
which they do not have a safe means of transportation. For more
'
info, visit SGA in SU 214 or www.ucfsga.com.
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..... Campus Degrees

Online Degrees

Bachelor's

Master's

Bachelor's

Master's

Computer Animation
Digital Arts & Design
Entertainment. Business
Film
Game Art
Game Development
Music Business
Recording Arts
Show Production
Web Design &
Development .

Entertainment-Business
Game Design

Computer Animation ·
Entertainment Business
Game Art
Game Design
Graphic Design
Internet Marketing
Music Business
Web Design
& Development

Education Media Design
& Technology
Entertainment Business
Entertainment Business:

Assoclate's

Graphic Design

with a Sports Man&g'!fm&nt

E/6ctive Track

Internet Marketing
Media Design

fullsall.edu/CreativeMinds

407.679.6333 • 3300 University Boulevard • Winter Park. FL 32792
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